
sliding plate 22.017

Patente Europea
Nº.:  13156605.1

Aluminium alloy extrusion process in accordance with: ISO 9001:2008 - ISO 14001 / Tolerances defined by: UNE-EN 755-9 / UNE-EN 12020-2
Theoretical weight: 0.813 kg / Alloy: 6063 / Perimeter: 384 mm / Anodising minimum: 15 microns 
Aluminium purity: 95-98% / Material treatment: T-5 / Covers: Fireproof VØ

Inner plate

LED-LPE214   aluminum 2m

Aluminium profile

LED-LPTOP      anodised  silver 2m 

LED-TOKYO-06.004    anodised black   2m  

 

Plastic endcaps

LED-LPE195  grey   set of 2 units  

LED-LPE196  black  set of 2 units  

Polycarbonate cover IK10

LED-DIFF-18.012 frosted   2m

Side light 

(a dot free effect is achieved)

* Parameters tolerance +/- 7%
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Tokyo
Stair Tread Lights Profile
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The Tokyo stair tread light profile is manufactured from high-purity aluminum and available in anodized silver. It 
is also available in anodized black on request. This stair tread light profile's clever EasyON diffuser provides an 
IP65 waterproof rating. This means that the profile can be used in places with high levels of humidity, and is also 
highly durable to foot traffic.

General specifications

Ÿ The tread lighting top diffuser can be lit in two ways:
Ÿ By placing the LED strip directly onto the profile beneath the diffuser. This option allows the use of LED strip 

up to 14mm wide.
Ÿ By using slide-in carrier plate which is vertically mounted to one side of the diffuser allowing for very smooth 

lighting effect. The carrier plate is supplied in lengths of 2 meter (6.56ft) and allows the use of LED strip up 
to 8mm wide.

Ÿ This stair profile allows a second LED strip to be installed inside the nosing which will provide indirect stair 
riser lighting.

Ÿ We offer a 10-year guarantee on the Stair Tread Lights Profile and a 4-year guarantee on the diffusers
Ÿ At an additional charge, we can powder coat this profile to black or any other color

Supplied by


